Foodies’ Restaurant Guide
CABRERETS -15 mins by car
La Roue restaurant
CONDUCHE
Les Deux Vallees

CAHORS - 35 min VERS - 20 min
La Truite Doree
Le Marché
La Palais
Lisa
Vieux Quercy

BOUZIÈS - 45 min walk

Chemin
de Halage

TOUR DE FAURE - 3 min car
20 min. walk
Auberge Versanes
P’tit Popie
L'Oilo pizza

St Cirq Lapopie
L’Oustal
Cantou
La Table du Producteur
Auberge Sombral
Bar Lapopie
St Cirq Gourmand
Tonnelle
Gourmet Quercynoise
Lou Boulât
La Terrace

CONCOTS - 12 mins
Esprit de Causse
Le Vinagrou

My Favorites
CAJARC - 21 mins
Allees des Vignes
President

Château
Cenevieres
picnic tables

LIMOGNE -20 mins
Le Vieux Quercy
Rince Au Cochon
Gallopin

VILLEFRANCHE DE
ROUERGUE- 45 mins
Cote Saveurs

Restaurants nearby that have a
Restaurant name

La Récréation
(Read the book “From Here You
can’t See Paris” before you go!)

Location

Les Arques

Travel time from
St Cirq Lapopie

Website

1 hr

www.la-recreationrestaurant.com/fr

Les Allées Des
Vignes

Cajarc

21 minutes

http://
www.alleedesvignes.com

Haute Serre

Cieurac

29 minutes

https://hauteserre.fr/en/

46 minute

https://
chateaudemercues.com/en/

Château Mercues

Mercues

The stars… five brilliant restaurants further afield
https://www.tourisme-lot.com/en/the-must-sees/the-flavours-of-the-lot/the-stars-five-brilliant-restaurants

**

The Gindreau in Saint-Médard -Catus (53 minutes)

When you cook in a former schoolhouse, you really ought to get good marks : after one year spent in charge of the Gindreau in Saint
Médard-Catus, Pascal Bardet has been awarded his first Michelin star. This young man from Figeac, who trained at the Louis XV in Monaco
then at Les Belles Rives in Juan-les-Pins, is making his mark as a worthy successor to Alexis Pélissou. His farmhouse poultry
"grattons" (slow-cooked crunchy morsels) with caramelised onions, or his saddle of lamb with savory and tender aubergine are dazzling
proof of this !

Les Trois Soleils in Saint-Jean-Lespinasse (68 minutes)

***

Frédéric Bizat's cuisine means that the sun always shines over this little corner of the Lot countryside close to Saint Céré : the foie gras is
marinated in miso from Kyoto, veal sweetbreads are dressed with potato and truffled jus, squab flirts with young seasonal vegetables. And
after these foodie follies, why not take advantage of the cosy bedrooms with a view over the superb Château de Montal ?

Le Pont de l'Ouysse in Lacave (1 hour 13 minutes)

*

Stéphane Chambon has taken over from his father Daniel, with his brother Mathieu in charge of the dining-room, and is continuing to make
this delightful place a success. When you have a truffled pig's trotter with creamed potato or a Rocamadour cheese dish with mascarpone
and walnuts before you, life is very good, with the murmur of the river in the background… Cosy bedrooms are available to prolong this
sweet moment out of Time.

Le Château de la Treyne in Lacave (1 hour 13 minutes)

****

Standing above the Dordogne, the Château de la Treyne has a proud bearing, with its French-style formal gardens, and bedrooms with wallhangings and four-poster beds. Another good reason for coming is the chic, modern and flavoursome cuisine of Stéphane Andrieux. As
witness the saddle of lamb, which here is stuffed with lemon and tomato, or the poached egg with truffle and green asparagus, and the
lemon meringue tart which flirts with caramel ice-cream. Luxury, peace and quiet, and sheer foodie indulgence…

*

"Au Déjeuner" in Sousceyrac (1 hour 26 minutes)

Few restaurants can boast of having inspired a novel. This is, however, the case of this particular one, which gave its name to the book by
Pierre Benoît (Le Déjeuner de Sousceyrac, 1931).
Patrick Lagnès has a passion for using our local produce. The foie gras pan-fried with cockles and the lacquered duckling with chestnut are
original ; the creamy apricot and crunchy chocolate dessert simply irresistible ! Off to the Déjeuner de Sousceyrac…

